LINDSAY MCCAUL FEATURED TONIGHT ON
TLC'S "SAY YES TO THE DRESS: ATLANTA" TELEVISION PREMIERE
Reunion Recording Artist Selected By TLC to Perform Self Penned
"Take My Hand" From Upcoming National Debut If It Leads Me Back
(Nashville, Tenn.) July 8, 2011 – As Lindsay McCaul (Reunion Records) readies for the release of
her debut If It Leads Me Back this Fall on the massive 40-city fall Casting Crowns tour and
nationally in the Spring of 2011, she received an early album launch gift in the form of a TV
appearance on the popular TLC television series, “Say Yes To The Dress: Atlanta.”
Lindsay’s music was initially selected for use during one of the season premiere episodes
however, after hearing the song and how seamlessly it fit the episode, TLC requested that Lindsay be
on hand to perform during the featured wedding service.
Tune in tonight at 9:30 PM EST to see Lindsay perform “Take My Hand” and stay tuned
for more from this incredibly compelling new artist. She will be tour with Casting Crowns this Fall
and will announce the national release date for her debut album, If It Leads Me Back, in the next
several weeks.
For an advanced look at Lindsay's TLC performance please click on the link below:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I-J2AMVVWUQ
For more on TLC, please visit: http://tlc.discovery.com/
About Lindsay McCaul
There’s a phrase often heard in music industry circles: “It all begins with a song.”
That motto carries extra weight in Christian music where a great lyric transcends entertainment and
becomes a vehicle to share the gospel. Lindsay McCaul is an artist keenly aware of words and their
value. From her teen years pouring over the lyrics of her favorite music to her college days majoring in
linguistics at Moody Bible Institute, McCaul's gifts manifest themselves in vibrant, insightful songs
crafted with thoughtful precision reflecting a compassionate heart and deep intellect.
McCaul’s 11-track debut If It Leads Me Back, produced by Jason Ingram and Rusty Varenkamp
(Tenth Avenue North), reveals considerable depth and pathos; keen songwriting paired with her
shimmering voice only compels the listener deeper into the album's overall experience.
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If It Leads Me Back is an auspicious beginning from a talented newcomer whose music will leave a
lasting impression. Audiences nationwide will get to experience Lindsay at radio this summer, and
live on the Fall leg of the Casting Crowns tour.
For more information on Lindsay McCaul, please visit www.lindsaymccaul.com.
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